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Abstract
The current version GEISA-97 of the computer-accessible database system GEISA (Gestion et Etude des Informations
Spectroscopiques Atmosphériques: Management and Study of Atmospheric Spectroscopic Information) is described.
This catalogue contains 1,346,266 entries. These are spectroscopic parameters required to describe adequately the
individual spectral lines belonging to 42 molecules (96 isotopic species) and located between 0 and 22,656 cm\. The
featured molecules are of interest in studies of the terrestrial as well as the other planetary atmospheres, especially those
of the Giant Planets. GEISA-97 contains also a catalog of absorption cross-sections of molecules such as chlorofluorocarbons which exhibit unresolvable spectra. The modifications and improvements made to the earlier edition (GEISA-92)
and the data management software are described. GEISA-97 and the associated management software are accessible
from the ARA/LMD (Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique du CNRS, France) web site: http://ara01.polytechnique.fr/registration.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Adequate tools are required to perform reliable radiative transfer calculations to meet the needs
of communities involved in understanding the atmospheres of the Earth and other planets. In
particular, accurate spectral analyses of Earth or planetary spectra observed by new generations of
high spectral resolution vertical atmospheric sounders [1, 2] will result in an improved knowledge
of their atmospheric and surface properties. The performance of instruments like AIRS [1]
(Atmospheric Infrared Sounder) in the U.S.A, and IASI [2] (Infrared Atmospheric Sounding
Interferometer) in Europe, which have a better vertical resolution and accuracy compared to the
presently existing satellite infrared temperature sounders, is directly related to the quality of the
spectroscopic parameters of the optically active atmospheric gases since these are essential input in
the forward models used to simulate recorded radiance spectra. The ARA (Atmospheric Radiation
Analysis) group at LMD (Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique du CNRS, France) developed
the GEISA (Gestion et Etude des Informations Spectroscopiques Atmosphériques: Management
and Study of Atmospheric Spectroscopic Information) computer accessible database system [3—5],
in 1974. This early effort implemented the so-called ‘‘line-by-line and layer-by-layer’’ approach for
forward radiative transfer modeling action. This activity is of interest to research groups involved
in direct and inverse radiative transfer studies.
The role of molecular spectroscopy in modern atmospheric research has entered a new phase
with the advent of highly sophisticated spectroscopic instruments and computers. Retrieval of the
concentrations of radiatively active molecular species from observed spectra of planetary atmospheres using available spectroscopic databases and atmospheric models has become fairly routine.
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The molecular spectroscopist is constantly on demand to deliver data that are not only appropriate
but essential for the analyses of the planetary atmospheric observations. GEISA is dedicated to
meeting that aim.
Currently, GEISA is involved in activities, with the purpose of assessing the IASI (Infrared
Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer) measurements capabilities and its own database quality,
within the ISSWG (IASI Sounding Working Group), in the frame of the CNES (Centre National
d’Etudes Spatiales, France)/EUMETSAT (EUropean organization for the exploitation of
METeorological SATellites) European Polar System (EPS), by simulating high resolution radiances and/or using experimental data, as described in Ref. [6].

2. Overview of the 1997 edition of the GEISA spectroscopic database
The 1997 version of the GEISA database (hereafter referred to as GEISA-97) contains line
parameters for 42 molecules (96 isotopic species) with 1 346 266 entries between 0 and 22 656 cm\.
It has molecules of interest for both terrestrial and other planetary atmospheres (for example,
C H , GeH , C H , C N , C H , HC N, H S, HCOOH and C H , for the Giant Planets).
 
      


 
GEISA-97 has been developed in close cooperation with the contributors of three spectroscopic
databases: ATMOS-95 (Atmospheric Trace Molecule Spectroscopy) [7], HITRAN-96 (HIgh
resolution TRANsmission) [8] and TDS (Tomsk Dijon Spectroscopic project; Traitement des
Données Spectroscopiques)/STDS (Spherical Top Data System) [9, 10].
Since the release of the former edition [4, 5] in 1992 (hereafter referred to as GEISA-92), two new
species, HO and ClONO (formerly only present in the cross-sections file of GEISA-92), have


been added for the first time, and 17 existing molecules: O , N O, CH , NO, SO , NO , NH ,
 




HNO , OH, ClO, OCS, CCH , CH D, C H , C H , H O , H S, have been updated for



      
GEISA-97. These changes have added 10 new isotopes: three for the new molecules and seven for
the already existing molecules (two in O , one in CO, two in OCS, one in C H , and one in C H )

 
 
and the parameters of 19 species have been updated or included. Finally, in addition to the
individual lines spectroscopic data catalog, GEISA-97 also has a catalog of cross-sections at
different temperatures and pressures for species (such as chlorofluorocarbons) with complex
spectra that are too dense for discrete parameterization. The GEISA-97 cross-sections file and its
associated management software are described later (in Section 4).
The detailed summary of the line parameters in GEISA-97 is provided in Table 1. The items listed
for each molecular species, given in column 1, are: the identification code (ID codes defined for the
GEISA management software in Ref. [11]), the number of lines, the intensity average, the mean
halfwidth at half maximum, the identification codes of its various isotopes, and for each isotope: the
number of lines, the transitions minimum and maximum wavenumbers (in cm\), and the lines
intensities minimum and maximum values (in cm molecule\), in columns 2—11, respectively.
In Table 2, the various isotopes chemical formula corresponding to the GEISA-97 molecular and
isotopic codes are provided.
The format fields for each transition are the same as in the previous editions [4, 6] and the fields
are shown and defined in Table 3. The A—J fields are those used in the GEISA management
associated softwares [4, 5, 11], as follows: (A) wavenumber (cm\) of the line associated with the
rovibrational transition; (B) intensity of the line (cm molecule\ at 296 K); (C) Lorentzian collision
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Table 1
Detailed content of GEISA-97 edition
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Table 1
Continued

halfwidth (cm\ atm\ at 296 K); (D) energy of the lower level of the transition (cm\); (E)
transition quantum identifications for the lower and upper levels of the transition; (F) temperaturedependent coefficient n of the halfwidth (when n is not available, its value is set to zero);
(G) identification code for isotope; (I) identification code for molecule; (J) internal code for GEISA
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Table 2
Summary of molecule and isotope codes in GEISA-97
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data identification. The K—Q fields correspond to information related to the actual transition, to
allow comparison with other databases using the HITRAN format [12]. These fields, not of prime
importance for the GEISA related software, correspond respectively to the following parameters:
(K) molecule number; (L) isotope number (1— most abundant; 2—second, 2 ); (M) transition
probability (Debye); (N) self-broadened halfwidth (HWHM) (cm\ atm\ at 296 K); (O) airbroadened pressure shift of line transition (cm\ atm\); (P) accuracy indices for frequency,
intensity and halfwidths; (Q) indices of references for frequency, intensity and halfwidth. A blank
field corresponds to a missing information.
The contents of the GEISA-97 and HITRAN-96 databases are compared in Tables 4 and 5. The
molecular species cataloged in the line parameters portion of GEISA-97 and HITRAN-96 are
given in Table 4. The molecular species formula are listed in column 1 and their identification codes
for database management in column 2, where GEISA-97 is referred to as ‘‘G’’ and HITRAN-96 as
‘‘H’’. For each molecular species, the numbers of bands, isotopes and lines, are given in columns 3,
4 and 5, respectively, for both databases. The minimum and maximum spectral ranges (in cm\)
corresponding to the GEISA-97 transitions are in columns 6 and 7, respectively.
For the molecules commonly used in GEISA-97 and HITRAN-96, the differences between the
two databases are highlighted in Table 5 for: line positions l, in column 3, intensities I, in column 4,
halfwidths at half maximum c, in column 5. The molecular species are listed in column 1, and the
spectral region in column 2. The related references are given in the last column.
3. Alterations to molecular line parameters for GEISA-97 edition
3.1. O3 (molecule 3)
Compared to the previous version of GEISA, the present update involves the 17-species of ozone
(OOO and OOO) for the microwave and 17 lm regions and for the O main


Table 3
Fields of the format for each transition in the GEISA database
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Table 4
Summary of the molecular species cataloged in the line parameter portion of GEISA-97 and HITRAN-96

isotopic species, an update of the +2l ,l #l , 2l , cold band at 5 lm. There have also been
 
 
various new inclusions or updates for several hot bands in various spectral ranges in the 10 lm to
2.5 lm region.
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Table 5
Summary of differences between GEISA-97 and HITRAN-96 for molecules in common

Underlined molecules have been updated for GEISA-97 edition. * existing difference

For the OOO and OOO isotopic species of ozone, the l band at 17 lm was

included for the first time in the GEISA database using linelists generated in 1991 by Rinsland et al.
[15]. The parameters used for the line position calculations (i.e. the rotational parameters in both
the upper and lower vibrational state and the band centers) were deduced by combining the results
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from the analysis of Fourier transform infrared measurements at 17 lm to existing microwave
measurements [15]. For the intensities, the dipole moments were deduced from theoretical
considerations [16] for the OOO symmetric isotopic species and from a calibration of the
OOO/OOO relative intensities for the non symmetric OOO isotopic species.
For the main O isotopic species, numerous high-resolution laboratory studies or theoretical

studies [17—27] were performed in the far-infrared to mid-infrared region in order to determine
assignments, positions and intensities for many weaker bands of ozone or to extend the accuracy of
the already existing line positions and intensities. These efforts lead to an extension of the ozone
database which was generated in 1990 by Flaud et al. [16] Added to these works, and in the frame
of the preparation of the IASI mission, the following updates have been made for GEISA-97.
¹he 5.6—3.6 km spectral region: This spectral region corresponds to the triad 2l , l #l , 2l .
 
 
The improvement of the FTS signal/ratio and the special experimental setup (36 m;40 Torr) have
allowed transitions to be observed down to 4;10\ cm molecule\ at 296 K. For this region, the
residual r.m.s. is 0.11;10\ cm\ for 2421 fitted line positions, and the residual r.m.s. for the
intensities is 2.4% [23].
¹he 4.3—3.6 km spectral region: The cold bands l #2l and 2l #l have been observed up to




J and K equal to 55 and 11, respectively [24]. The final fit on 615 energy levels is 0.39;10\ cm\
and $8.8% for the intensities [24]. In addition, the two hot bands, l #3l !l and



3l #l !l , have been obtained by Barbe et al. [25]. The precisions for the weak bands are



obviously coarse: 1.9;10\ cm\ for the positions and $15% for the intensities. The 3l !l


and l #2l !l bands have been observed [24] with accuracies similar to those of other hot



bands mentioned above.
¹he 5.6—6.2 km spectral region: In this spectral region, where the 3l !l and 2l !l bands




were never identified before, the bands 2l , 3l !l , l #l !l and 2l !l have been located
 
 




and analyzed. The new results will be available for the next database edition. The range of assigned
wavenumbers is also larger than in previous studies as it goes up to J"57 and K "16 for the 2l

line positions. Absolute accuracy of the intensities is 11%.
¹he 3.6 km spectral region: Starting from the analysis of l #2l #l , appearing at 2.9 lm [26],



the hot band (l #2l #l )!l has been calculated efficiently, newly confirmed by laboratory




measurements [27] and included in the database.
The value of the n coefficient (temperature dependence of the air broadened halfwidth coefficient)
obtained by Barbe et al. [28] n"0.72$0.08 has been adopted for all the transitions in the
infrared. It should be noticed that the value of n"0.76 was previously obtained by Gamache et al.
[29] in 1985.
Air- and self-broadened halfwidths (c and c , respectively) are from a mixture of experimental

 
and theoretical values. Most of the data are from a database of N -broadened theoretical values

[30] which covers the range of J)35. The algorithm to add the halfwidths to the O transitions

operates as follows: given an initial and final state the theoretical database is searched for data. If
available the N -broadened value is used. When there is no value in this database and J(40, an

averaged theoretical halfwidth is used. For both of these cases, the value is then scaled by 0.95 to get
the corresponding air-broadened value [31] and increased by an additional 9%, as recommended
by Smith [32]. For air broadening, for transitions with J*40, the polynomial expression of
Rinsland [33] is used. For the halfwidths, the polynomial expression of Smith et al. [34] which was
determined by a fit to 355 measurements, is used.
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Table 6
New or updated linelist for O in GEISA-97


The summary of the new, improved or updated O transitions included in GEISA-97 is given

in Table 6.
3.2. N O (molecule 4)

New high-resolution FTIR intensity measurements of the 17 lm l fundamental and associated

hot bands have been reported by Johns et al. [35] and Weber et al. [36] The linear Herman—Wallis
factor for the l band and hot bands, which has been determined for the first time, is unusually large

and, consequently, the R-branch is much stronger than the P-branch. Neglecting the Herman—Wallis
effect can lead to an error in the line intensities of about 30% at J"30, as explained in Ref. [35]. The
accuracy of the line intensities for the four bands, l , 2l Ql , 2l Ql , and 2l  Ql  in







the l bending modes are in the order of $5% and better [35, 36].

The entire bending mode region has been updated including all bands from the compilation by
Maki and Wells [37], which comprises 10 bands of the major isotopomer and the three fundamentals of the 14-15-16, 15-14-16, and 14-14-18 isotopomers. Transition frequencies and intensities
are taken from Ref. [37], except for the line intensities of the bands reported by Johns et al. [35]
and Weber et al. [36]. Temperature dependent broadening coefficients for N - and self-broadening

have been determined by Weber et al. [36], who included broadening data from other vibrational
bands [38—41] to obtain a good temperature coverage. The accuracy of the widths are conservatively estimated to be about 5% and better.
3.3. CH (molecule 6)

The changes made for GEISA-97 have been the replacement of several sets of data on the main
isotope CH and the introduction of new data on CH and CH . These are essentially based
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on the information which was previously available only at the specialized database for spherical
top molecules: TDS/STDS [9, 10].
¹he 900—2000 cm\ spectral region: A new prediction containing over 6000 transitions of the
l /l dyad of CH with an intensity threshold of 10\ cm molecule\ at room temperature was
 

included. These data refer to previously reported works [42, 43]. A new prediction of the pentaddyad hot band system containing over 18,800 transitions with the same threshold was incorporated
representing a sensible improvement with respect to previously existing data, owing to recent
works [44, 45].
¹he 2000—3500 cm\ spectral region: Three sets of data were included in replacement of
previously existing data. The first two sets consist of 13,397 (resp. 4240) transitions of the
l /l /2l /l #l /2l pentad of CH (resp. CH ) with an intensity threshold of 10\ cm
   
 


molecule\ at room temperature referring to previously reported works [44] (resp. Ref. [46]). The
third set is a new prediction of the octad-dyad hot band system containing 13,363 transitions with
the same threshold referring to preliminary results of work in progress [47].
For consistency with current studies on excited states and with the specialized TDS databank
[9] and STDS package [10] for spherical top molecules, a new nomenclature of the energy levels
for the CH and CH species has been adopted. As a matter of fact, different specific quantum


numbers and nomenclatures were used in earlier predictions, derived from partial analyses of some
isolated excited states of CH . These notations are no longer adapted to more efficient polyad

treatments. Thus, the labelling of all the energy levels of methane was chosen to refer only to
quantum numbers relevant to all vibrational states. Approximate quantum numbers valid only in
few specific cases were eliminated. This approach is especially aimed at providing the non expert
database user with reliable information in a form adapted for both fundamental and excited states
(including those expected from future work). Precisely, each vibration-rotation energy level is
labelled by the set of numbers:
v v v v percent J C n
   
where the v are the principal vibrational quantum numbers of the normal mode basis function

upon which the eigenfunction has the largest projection, quoted by ‘‘percent’’. J is the usual
rotational quantum number, C the conventional rovibrational symmetry in the Td group, and n an
integer numbering the eigenvalues in increasing order within the polyad scheme.
An estimate of the self-broadened linewidths has been included in the new CH and CH


files, according to the empirical mean values proposed in Ref. [48].
The permanently updated source of the modelized positions and intensities on CH and

CH (as well as on other spherical top molecules) is freely accessible from the STDS package [10]

by ftp on the web site at http://www.u-bourgogne.fr/LPUB/sTDS.html. The TDS information
system [9, 49] is designed for an advanced modelling of various spectroscopic processes for
methane, including absorption/transmission, Raman, Stark, two-photon, under extended conditions using these data.
3.4. NO (molecule 8)
In GEISA-97 the 46 species of NO (NO) has been updated, from the far infrared to
9273 cm\, by extensive recent and new results of spectral parameters from the University of
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Denver (DU) database, providing significant improvements since GEISA-92. An extensive use of
the recent advances in NO has been described by Goldman [50, 51] for generating new line
parameters with high v and J, for both pure rotation and vibration—rotation transitions in XP.
This update is a direct extension of the work on updating the XP lines of OH by Goldman et al.
[52]. The new set for NO is composed of the *v"0, 2 , 5 dipole allowed transitions between
v"0, 2 , 14 and J up to 125.5, with low-intensity cutoffs, applicable to both atmospheric and
high-temperature research. In all, line parameters for 75 separate bands were calculated: 15 pure
rotation bands and 60 vibration—rotation bands. In this work, the Hamiltonian constants of
Coudert et al. [53] for K-doubling were used for the rovibrational states of v"0,1,2 and for all the
line transitions between these states.
The line intensity calculations are based on an improved calculational method for the vibrational—rotational wavefunctions [54] and a combination of the experimental and theoretical
electric dipole moment functions [55]. The derived intensities are significantly improved compared
to those available for use in GEISA-92.
The recent halfwidths study by Spencer et al. [56] has extended the previous works of Falcone
et al. [57], Houdeau et al. [58], Phillips and Walker [59], Ballard et al. [60] and Spencer et al. [61]
and provided (0—1) band P , P NO—N halfwidths with temperature-dependent coefficients.



In the work of Goldman [50] and Goldman et al. [51], the results of Ref. [56] have been adopted
for J up to 16.5 for all bands, and single values for higher J’s have been assumed. The correction to
NO—Air halfwidths was determined assuming c
"0.79cNO—O#0.21cNO—O , with cNO—O"0.05,
,-\ 
based on Ref. [58]. The self-broadening (0—2) P , X halfwidths of Pine et al. [62] have been


adopted, as they may be more consistent with the results of Spencer et al. [56] than with Ballard
et al. [60] Compiling a set for the ‘‘best’’ halfwidths values still requires an additional study. It
should also be noted that the pressure shift coefficients provided by Pine et al. [62] and Spencer
et al. [61] have not been incorporated into the NO new data issued from the University of Denver
database. Accuracy codes for the line positions, intensities, and halfwidths have not been estimated
yet. It is clear, however, that lines of v"0, 1, 2 and J(50 have high position accuracy, of
0.0001—0.001 cm\, and intensity absolute accuracy of 5—15%.
Significant post-GEISA-97 and HITRAN-96 work has been done, and described in Ref. [51].
The corresponding results will be included in the next edition of the GEISA database.
3.5. SO2 (molecule 9)
SO is well known to be of astrophysical importance. Also, SO plays a large role in the


chemistry of planetary atmospheres. In the Earth’s atmosphere, SO may be produced both by

man made or by volcanic eruptions, and is responsible for the production of acid rain. Once in the
stratosphere, sulfur dioxide is converted into sulfate aerosols which affect both stratospheric
chemistry and climate as explained in Goldman et al. [63] and Mankin et al. [64].
The GEISA database provides SO parameters in seven different spectral regions, namely the

microwave and far infrared spectral region which corresponds to transitions within the ground
vibrational state, and the 19.3, 8.6, 7.3, 4, 3.7 and 2.5 lm spectral regions which correspond to the
l band, the l band, the l band, the l #l and l #l #l !l bands, the 2l band and the










3l band, respectively. The corresponding linelists were extensively described in Ref. [4]. Here are

only given comments concerning the spectral ranges recently updated and included in GEISA-97.
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¹he 4 km spectral region: This spectral region corresponds to the l #l band and to the


l #l #l !l associated first hot band. Although about 60 times weaker than the l band,





which is the strongest infrared band of SO , the l #l band corresponds to a rather clear



atmospheric window and is then of atmospheric importance. This spectral range was recently
updated for the SO isotopic species. Compared to the previous linelists quoted in GEISA-92

[4] for the l #l and l #l #l !l bands, these new linelists correspond to significant






improvements in accuracy both for line positions and line intensities [65]. Actually, the line
positions were generated using new experimental data recorded by difference frequency laser
spectrometer, and for the line position calculations, the vibrational—rotational resonances were
explicitly taken into account for the first time.
On the other hand, the line intensities were derived using both high- and medium-resolution
experimental data, leading to values of the total band intensity 0.539;10\ and 0.423;10\ cm
molecule\ for the l #l and l #l #l !l bands, respectively. These values differ signifi





cantly from the previous ones quoted in GEISA-92 (0.395;10\ and 0.211;10\ cm molecule\). It is worth noticing that the SO isotopic variant of the l #l band has not been



updated in GEISA-97, and that the ratio of the SO and SO band intensity for the l #l




band (0.603;10\/0.539;10\) differs significantly from the isotopic ratio of these two isotopic
species i.e. the isotopic ratio SO /S O "0.044. Consequently, for the SO isotopic

 

variant the l #l band may need improvement in the future version of GEISA.


¹he 3.7 km spectral region: This spectral range corresponds to the 2l band of SO . The


corresponding line parameters have been introduced for the first time in GEISA-97 using the 2l

line positions and line intensities obtained recently by Lafferty et al. [66]. These parameters were
derived from the analysis of spectra recorded by difference-frequency laser spectroscopy. For the
line position and line intensity calculations the rovibrational resonances involving the (002) and
(130) energy levels were explicitly taken into account.
¹he 2.5 km spectral region: This spectral range corresponds to the 3l band of SO : the linelist


related with this rather weak band of SO was introduced in the GEISA database because this

spectral region corresponds to an infrared window for the Venus atmosphere, and because the
Q branch structure of the 3l band at 4050 cm\ was clearly identified in the Venus infrared

spectrum [67]. These 3l line parameters were generated from extensive line position and line

intensity studies [68, 69] performed using various techniques (Fourier transform spectra and
difference-frequency laser measurements) and taking into account all the relevant rovibrational
resonances.
3.6. NO2 (molecule 10)
Because of its importance in the photochemistry of the stratosphere this molecule has been the
subject of numerous studies. In the GEISA database, four spectral domains involve NO ,

namely, the pure rotation region, and the 13.3, 6.2 and 3.4 lm regions.
For NO it is necessary to take into account the doublet structure due to the electron

spin—rotation interaction together with, depending on the spectral range, the hyperfine structure
due to interactions involving the nitrogen nuclear spin (I"1). Also, starting from the first triad of
interacting states, the rovibrational interactions must be considered in the calculations. The
line parameters presently available in GEISA for NO are extensively described in Refs. [4, 70]
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Consequently, only the 13.3 and 6.2 lm spectral ranges, which were recently updated for GEISA97, will be described here.
¹he 13.3 km region: A new linelist has been generated for the l band, taking into account the

hyperfine interaction together with the spin—rotation interaction. Actually, this update was performed in GEISA-97 because a new analysis of this band, by Perrin et al. [71] has shown that the
hyperfine structure is easily observable in some parts of the l band. Also, the first hot band

2l !l (i.e. the (020)-(010) vibrational transition), which was not present in the previous versions


of the database, was included in this linelist: for this hot band, the hyperfine structure was not
modelled. For these two linelists generated in the 13 lm region, experimental line positions
obtained from Fourier transform spectra [71] have been used as well as l experimental lines

intensities measured by Malathy Devi et al. [72].
¹he 6.2 km region: The 6.2 lm region corresponds to the strongest infrared band of this molecule
which is then commonly used for measurements of atmospheric nitrogen dioxide from borne
experiments (balloon or satellite). Because of the importance of the 6.2 lm region, the spectral
linelists corresponding to the l band (which is the main cold band in this region), and to the l and


2l interacting cold bands, were updated in GEISA-97. This new linelist was generated, using, for

the line position calculations, a theoretical model which takes explicitly into account the
(100)8(001) and the (020)8(001) first and second order Coriolis interactions affecting the
rovibrational levels. Furthermore, the contribution to the energy levels due to the spin—rotation
interaction was taken into account explicitly in this new linelist. It has to be recalled that this
interaction was only taken into account through a perturbation method in the previous GEISA-92
version [4]. The parameters used to generate the new linelist [73] have been obtained through new
FTS measurements performed on line positions [73] and line intensities [74, 75] for the l , 2l and
 
l interacting cold bands.

3.7. NH3 (molecule 11)
The GEISA-97 line parameters are similar to the HITRAN-96 [8] ones and are used without
further revision. In this, there were three major changes. Ammonia parameters appeared for the
2100 to 5300 cm\ region for the first time. Air- and self-broadened line widths were obtained from
a polynomial fit of laboratory measurements. The notation of the rotational quantum numbers was
also standardized for the transitions of the main isotope. The new parameters above 2100 cm\
were based on four new studies [76—79] of the band systems at 4, 3, 2.3 and 2 lm. In the 4 lm study
by Kleiner et al. [76] transitions and intensities of 3l and l #l were modeled to $0.007 cm\



for positions and $6% for intensities. Empirical measurements of some 270 unassigned lines were
also included with lower state energies set to 300 cm\. At 3 and 2.3 lm, predictions provided by
S. Urban were made based on the energy level analyses of Guelachvili et al. [77] and Urban et al.
[78], respectively. The uncertainties of the positions vary greatly for these two regions from 0.001
to 0.3 cm\. The intensities in the l /l region should also be reconsidered in future updates. For
 
example, for the l and l fundamental, the database uses band intensities [80] of 20.5 and


21.4 cm\ atm\ while Pine and Dang-Nhu [81] reported values of 22.3 and 13.1 cm\ atm\.
Similarly, the database choice for the band strengths of l #l and l #l are 2.8 and




16.1 cm\ atm\ compared to the Margolis and Kwan [82] values of 2.71 and 19.0 cm\ atm\.
A new study of the 3 lm region, in progress by Kleiner et al. [83] will correct some of the problems
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with the current prediction. At 2 lm, the empirical linelist of Brown and Margolis [79] was
incorporated, including lower state energies from confirmed assignments, from empirically determined estimates obtained from measuring intensities at different temperatures. The uncertainties
for the positions and intensities are thought to be 0.0005 cm\ and $6%, respectively.
The line widths in the database are based on the measurements of Pine et al. [84] and Markov
et al. [85] using the simple polynomial expression determined by Brown and Plymate [86], in the
case of NH broadened by H . These expressions were applied to all ammonia transitions for


J(13, and default values of 0.06 and 0.4 cm\ atm\ were used for air- and self-broadening
widths at higher J. The uncertainties of the widths are thought to range from 10 to 25%.
3.8 HNO3 (molecule 13)
Nitric acid is well known to be an important reservoir in (NO ) and (HO ) chemical species in
V
V
the normal stratosphere. In the GEISA database, nine spectral regions involve the HNO

molecule; namely, the microwave region, the 22 lm (l band), 17 lm (l band), the 15.5 lm (l



band), the 13 lm (l band), the 11 lm (l , 2l , l #l !l bands), the 8.3 lm (l #l band), the


 




7.5 lm (l and l bands) and the 5.9 lm (l band) spectral regions. The present status of HNO line




parameters has been recently reviewed in detail by Goldman et al. [87]. The two strongest infrared
bands of HNO are in the 5.9 and 7.5 lm regions, but the HNO retrievals are somehow inhibited


in these spectral regions because of the existence of interfering lines from ozone and water. On the
other hand, the region at 11 lm which corresponds to weaker bands is centered at an atmospheric
window and has been used extensively for derivation of the vertical profile of HNO and may be

used for the ground-based measurements. This 11 lm region has been updated for the 1997 edition
of GEISA. Two sets of line parameters were generated for the +l , 2l , interacting cold bands and
 
for the l #l !l hot band.



¹he +l , 2l , interacting bands: Using new Fourier transform spectra, a new extensive analysis of
 
the +l , 2l , interacting bands was performed, leading to very accurate line positions and relative
 
line intensities for these two bands [88, 89]. According to the recommendations of Goldman
et al. [87, 90] the line intensities were calibrated to the absolute line intensities measured by
Giver et al. [91].
When dealing with the line positions, an Hamiltonian model which accounts both for the Fermiand Coriolis-type resonances was used, and a new and more accurate line list was generated.
The most significant improvements, as compared to GEISA-92, involve mainly the spectral
regions corresponding to the wings of the P- and R- branches and to the l and 2l Q branches.


¹he l #l !l hot band: The parameters which were quoted previously for the 3l !l hot





bands in GEISA-92 were removed from the present version of the database because a more recent
study by Perrin et al. [92] demonstrated clearly that these parameters are not correct. The
l #l !l hot band gives rise to a strong and very narrow Q branch at 885.42 cm\ which is



easily observable in stratospheric spectra as explained in Ref. [87]. Preliminary line parameters
have been generated [93] leading to a reasonably accurate linelist of this l #l !l hot band



which was then updated in GEISA-97.
The air-broadened halfwidths and the temperature-dependent coefficient [94] were retained
from GEISA-92. Air-broadened widths of 0.11 cm\ atm\ at ¹"296 K and the temperaturedependence coefficient of n"0.75 have been taken from May and Webster [95]. No
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self-broadened halfwidths value is included; however, it was listed as 0.73 cm\ atm\ at ¹"
296 K [94].
3.9. OH (molecule 14)
The GEISA-92 data for the main isotope 61 (OH) have been removed to be replaced by the
results issued from a significant update of the OH XP—XP line parameters recently completed by
Goldman et al. [52]. The new set is composed of the *v"0, 2 , 6 dipole-allowed transitions
between v"0 and v"10, with J up to a maximum value of 49.5, with low-intensity cutoffs
applicable to both atmospheric and high-temperature studies. In all, line parameters for 56
separate bands were calculated: 11 pure rotation bands and 45 vibration—rotation bands with both
main and satellite branches. The transition frequencies were determined from three different sets
[96—98] of calculated term values in order to have the most accurate set of line positions over
a wide range of both vibration and rotation quantum numbers.
More accurate line intensities have been reported owing to improved transition moment
integrals. This was achieved by using an improved method [99] for calculating vibrational
wavefunctions for the XP states of OH, in conjunction with the latest OH dipole moment
function [100].
In addition to updating the line parameters themselves, estimates accuracy indices [101] have
been included for the uncertainties associated with the line parameters.
The single value, 0.083 cm\ atm\, for the air-broadened halfwidth assigned to all OH lines in
GEISA-92 dates back to 1979 [102]. This corresponds to the measured halfwidths of the
transitions around 13.4 GHz between the four levels with v"0 and J"7/2. A number of recent
papers [103, 104] (who also presented evidence for collisional narrowing) [105] extend the range of
J values whose halfwidths are measured, and also cast doubts about the accuracy of the former
results [102]. Considering these newly measured halfwidth values, and achieving proper theoretical
processing, we have adopted ¹"296 K halfwidths of 0.095, 0.086, 0.065 and 0.053 cm\ atm\ for
N"1, 2 , 4, respectively, and 0.040 cm\ atm\ for N'4 (as described in Ref. [52]).
The temperature dependence of the halfwidths has been evaluated using a theoretical study by
Buffa et al. [106]. The values vary between 0.59 and 0.72, from which the average value of 0.66 was
adopted for all lines.
Complete details on the procedures used for the new data set are given in Ref. [52]. Due to a lack
of available experimental data neither values were assigned for the air-broadened pressure shift,
nor for the self-broadened halfwidth.
3.10. ClO (molecule 19)
In GEISA-97, improved line parameters for the X P—X P (1—0) bands of ClO and ClO
have replaced the former existing ones in GEISA-92, with more accurate line positions and
intensities. The new parameters were calculated as described by Goldman et al. [107] on the basis
of the work of Burkholder et al. [108, 109].
The absolute accuracy of the line positions is estimated as $0.0003 cm\. After normalization
to the laboratory value of S"9.68$1.45 cm\ atm\ at 296 K [109], the integrated band
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intensity corresponds to 3.904;10\ cm molecule\ at 296 K, compared to 4.884;10\ cm
molecule\ at 296 K adopted for GEISA-92.
The value c"0.093$0.018 cm\ atm\ at 296 K has been adopted for the air collisional
broadening coefficient for all lines. It is the same as that for the N broadening obtained in Ref.

[109]. Following the results obtained by Rinsland and Goldman [110], the value of 0.75 was used
for the n coefficient (temperature dependence of the air broadened halfwidth coefficient).
New experimental line intensities have been recently obtained by Birk and Wagner
[111] providing a corresponding measured band intensity of 9.01$0.27 cm\ atm\ at
296 K, and thus smaller by up to &7% from the GEISA-97 value. Note that individual lines,
however, are smaller by up to &10% in intensity. These will be incorporated into the future
Edition of GEISA.
The pure rotation ClO lines have been kept from GEISA-92, originating from the JPL catalog of
1985 [112]. The latest JPL catalog [113], however, contains both v"0 and v"1 lines, while
GEISA contains only v"0 lines. Also, the updated parameters of the ClO lines used for
Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) on the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS), as
described by Waters et al. [114] and by Oh and Cohen [115], have not been yet incorporated into
GEISA.
3.11. OCS (molecule 20)
Since GEISA-92, the region 490—4116 cm\ has been totally reviewed and two new isotopes
have been added: OCS and OCS, coded respectively 623 and 634. The main IR bands
of carbonyl sulfide up to 3100 cm\ and the 2l band near 4100 cm\ have been generated.

The frequencies correspond to calculated spectra on the basis of the global analysis developed
for this molecule [116—118]. The global analyses of the main isotopomers are regularly updated
using new experimental data published in the literature. From the last published global analysis
[118] many quite accurate data have been introduced (see Refs. [119—131]), giving a sensitive
improvement of the accuracy of the analyses. A statistical agreement is obtained with all the
available data.
Many hot bands and isotopomer’s bands are included. The list of codes for the isotopic species
and for the vibrational states has been extended. Vibrational states are given by v , v , l , v , where
   
v corresponds to the asymmetric stretching mode near 2060 cm\.

Intensities are based on papers of Kagann [132] for the 500, 1650 and 4000 cm\ regions, of
Dang-Nhu et al. [133] for the 2575 cm\ region, of Bouanich et al. [134] for the 850 cm\ region,
of Blanquet et al. [135] for the 1000 cm\ region, and of Belafhal et al. [126, 127] for the
1800—3200 cm\ region. The intensities for the 2500—3100 cm\ region [126] have been recalibrated according to more accurate measurements performed by Errera et al. [136] Some intensities
from Ref. [126] have been improved on the basis of spectra recorded by Brown [137]. The
intensities of the l #2l band near 1900 cm\ have been multiplied by a factor 1.22, those of the


l band near 2000 cm\ by 0.88, and those of the 4l band near 2100 cm\ by 1.10. The validity of


those corrections has been recently confirmed by Strugariu et al. [138] and the absolute precision
of the intensity of most lines is of the order or better than 10%. Note that the intensities of the 2l

band of OCS are to be multiplied by 1.07 to agree with the more accurate values recently
published by Bermejo et al. [139].
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The air-broadened widths were taken from Refs. [140, 141], while the self-broadened values
reported by Bouanich et al. [134] were employed. The coefficients of the temperature dependence
of the self-broadened widths were assumed for the air-broadened widths. Default constant values
were set at higher J (J greater than 67 for air-, 75 for self- and 60 for the temperature coefficient).
The improvements on the GEISA-97 OCS contents, since GEISA-92, are summarized in
Table 7. Column 1 lists the isotopes identification codes (ISOT ID) and column 2 the number of lines
(LINES) existing in the spectral interval corresponding to the upper vibrational state E (column 3)
and the lower vibrational state E (column 4). The upper and lower vibrational states are identified
as explained above. In columns 5 and 6 are the minimum (NU.MIN) and the maximum (NU.MAX)
frequencies (cm\) in the actual spectral interval. The related minimum (MIN.I) and maximum
(MAX.I) intensity values are in columns 7 and 8, respectively, and the total line intensities sum
(SUM.I) in column 9, in cm molecule\.
A total of 147 bands have been updated or newly introduced in GEISA-97. This corresponds to
24 547 entries (OCS whole content: 24 922 entries).
3.12.

13

C 12CH6 (molecule 22)

Motivated by the recent discovery of the minor isotopomer of C-ethane in the planetary
atmospheres of Jupiter [142] and Neptune [143], high-resolution laboratory measurements of the
l fundamental (which is equivalent to l of the major isotopomer) centered at 821 cm\ were


carried out by Kurtz et al. [144] and Weber et al. [145, 146] using a FTIR and tunable diode laser
(TDL) spectrometer. The very high spectral resolution of the TDL spectrometer was utilized to
facilitate the determination of the barrier to internal rotation of the two methyl groups [146].
Molecular constants for l were derived from a global analysis, which included the treatment of

a high-order torsional Coriolis interaction with the torsional v "3 state (high barrier limit).

Selected line intensities have been determined from the high-resolution FTIR measurements, and
a dipole moment for the band strength was obtained [146]. In the compilation of line intensities for
the entire band, intensity perturbation due to the torsional Coriolis interaction, was taken into
account [146, 147]. The absolute uncertainty in the frequencies is of the order of 0.0005 cm\ and
that in the intensities is less than 5%.
3.13. CH3D (molecule 23)
The data on the lowest l /l /l triad of CH D were replaced by a new prediction derived from
  

a recent work by Nikitin et al. [148] yielding an improved accuracy of about one order of
magnitude on the line positions. This work represents the first step of a global description of the
infrared spectrum of this molecule using a theoretical approach in which the rovibrational effects
analysed within the triad system can be extrapolated to the nonad system (2400—3200 cm\) [149].
3.14. C2H2 (molecule 24)
In the 13.7 lm region several bands in the l bending mode of acetylene have been re-analyzed

using high-resolution FTIR spectra recorded at 0.0025 cm\ spectral resolution. From a global
analysis, molecular constants for both bending vibrations of l and l up to the 2l and 3l
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vibrational levels, including the combination states, have been determined by Weber et al.
[150, 151]. Rotational and vibrational l-type doubling cause strong intensity perturbation, which
has been taken into account in the determination of the line intensities in the l , 2l Ql , and



l #l Ql bands [152]. The absolute uncertainties in the data of these bands are less than



0.0003 cm\ in the frequencies and less than 5% in line intensities.
3.15. C H (molecule 25)
 
In GEISA-97, the whole GEISA-92 content has been replaced by new data for both isotopes of
ethylene,C H and CCH , coded 211 and 311, respectively. The two main absorption
 

infrared regions have been included.
¹he 701—1170 cm\ spectral region: The spectrum essentially corresponds to the l band. Some

lines of the l band and many lines of the l band (on the low-frequency side) are also included.


Neither hot bands nor isotopomer bands are considered. The spectrum has been calculated on the
basis of the analysis of the four interacting states l , l , l , and l . [153—156]. The experimental
  

data essentially are Fourier transform (FT) spectra (5000 lines, accuracy 0.0002 cm\) and tunable
diode laser (TDL) spectra for the very weak lines of l below 800 cm\ (1000 lines, accuracy

0.001 cm\) from Cauuet et al. [154] CO -waveguide laser spectra from Herlemont et al. [157] (9

lines, accuracy 0.00001 cm\), and CO -laser sideband spectra from Legrand et al. [155] and

Rusinek et al. [156] (200 saturation lines, accuracy 10\ cm\). The corresponding rovibrational
analysis yields a statistical agreement with this whole set of data. Note that new spectra taken at the
McMath Solar Telescope FT facility by Blass et al. [158] are in excellent agreement with the
reported spectrum, but they were not introduced in the fit. Most medium and strong lines at low
and moderate J and K values are estimated to be good within 10\—10\ cm\, but local
perturbations [153, 154] can sensitively reduce this accuracy for some lines.
Intensities are calculated on the basis of the eigenvectors to take into account the heavy mixing
of the four interacting states, with an absolute calibration based on the TDL measurements of Ref.
[158]. Most line intensities are accurate within $10% or better.
The air-broadened halfwidth has been fixed to 0.087 cm\ atm\ according to Brannon and
Varanasi [159] with no variations with the rotational quanta. The value 0.82 has been adopted for
the temperature-dependent coefficient n [159]. A default value of 0.09 cm\ atm\ has been set for
the self-broadened halfwidth.
¹he 2917—3243 cm\ spectral region: The spectrum is related to the strong CH-stretching
fundamentals l and l , and two combination bands, l #l and 2l #l , which are about






ten times weaker. One hot band (l #l !l ) and the l and l bands of the CC species are





also included. The spectrum has been generated from two experimental spectra: first, the difference-frequency spectrum of Pine [160] with an accuracy of 0.001 cm\, and second, FT spectra of
Mellau and Klee [161] with an accuracy better than 0.0001 cm\. The analysis is in progress in
a broad collaboration with Fayt et al. [162] and Sartakov et al. [163]. The reported lines
correspond to Pine’s spectrum [160]. In most cases, their frequencies have been replaced by the
more accurate values from Mellau’s spectra [161]. About 19% (1393) of Pine’s lines remain
unassigned; they generally correspond to rather weak lines of some hot bands, but some of them
probably belong to weak vibrational transitions or to isotopomer bands. At room temperature, the
sum of their intensities corresponds to 5% of the integrated intensity in this region. Lines with
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multiple assignments were divided into their components, with frequency adjustments when
possible, and with intensity sharing. Line intensities are generally taken directly from Pine’s spectra
[161, 164], the absolute accuracy of which is in the range of 1% for strong and medium lines.
The comments on the line widths for the 1000 cm\ region are also valid for the 3000 cm\
region.
The new GEISA-97 C H data are summarized in Table 8, where the fundamentals of ethylene
 
are numbered according to Herzberg’s convention [165]. The isotope code identification (IDENT) is
given in column 1 and the number of lines (LINES) for each isotope and transition in column 2; the
upper (E) and lower (E) transition level identifications are in columns 3 and 4 respectively
(GROUND stands for the ground level identification), columns 5 and 6 list the minimum (NU.MIN)
and maximum (NU.MAX) wavelength values (in cm\) for each transition; the minimum (MIN.I) and
maximum (MAX.I) values for the related intensities (in cm molecule\) are in columns 7 and 8,
respectively, and the intensities sum (SUM.I) value (in cm molecule\) in column 9.
3.16. H O (molecule 35)
 
Hydrogen peroxide (H O ) is a reservoir molecule of HO species in the stratosphere. GEISA-97
 
V
involves the microwave to far-infrared and the 7.9 lm regions. Actually, the far-infrared region is
commonly used for stratospheric retrievals of this molecule, and significant deficiencies were
pointed out by Chance et al. [166] for the available line parameters for this spectral region in
GEISA-92. For these reasons, an update was performed for this region which corresponds to the
torsion-rotation band of H O . Using various set of infrared data obtained from Fourier transform
 
spectra, the synthetic spectrum which was generated for this torsion-rotation band takes explicitly
into account the perturbations due to the large amplitude torsion motion of the OH bond relative
to the OO bond [167—169].
As for the line positions, the calculation takes into account the +*(n)"$1, *(Ka)"$2,
torsion-rotation resonances, the ‘‘staggering’’ effect which is due to tunneling through the Cis
barrier and the vibration—torsion—rotation resonances which involve levels belonging to the
ground and to the v "1 vibrational states. Also, the sinusoidal dependence of the dipole moment
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Figure 1. Linear fit in J to halfwidths of H O .
 

due to the torsion of OH relative to OO was considered for the intensity calculations. The final
linelist involves transitions belonging to 25 different torsional subbands: a detailed description of
the linelist is given in Ref. 169.
Data for the air-broadening halfwidths of H O are based on the data of Malathy Devi et al.
 
[170] who reported 18 measurements for transitions from J"3 to 15. Since data are needed for
many other transitions, the data of Ref. [170] are used to predict other values. There is much
variation in the data which should be reproduced. However, there are not enough data to fit
a polynomial in J or to average the halfwidth as a function of J. The data were fit to a straight
line as a function of J, see Fig. 1, to yield the following formula:
c(cm\/atm) "0.099057#3.7703;10\;J

(1)

The air-broadened halfwidths for transitions of hydrogen peroxide are then determined using
Eq. (1).
3.17. H S (molecule 36)

The line parameters for the bands between 2142 and 4063 cm\ were included in GEISA-97 the
first time. Six bands arising from the ground state (2l , l , l , 3l , l #l and l #l ) were
  
 



predicted for all three isotopes H S, H S, H S, coded 121, 131 and 141, repectively. These



calculated values were based on the analysis of positions and intensities by Brown et al. [171], who
modeled upper state levels from 0.0004 cm\ for the main isotope to $0.0006 cm\ for the H S

isotope.
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Intensities of the main isotope were fitted to $2.5%. For the prediction, the calculated
intensities were multiplied by the corresponding isotopic abundances of 0.95, 0.0078 and 0.0422 for
H S, H S, H S, respectively. In addition, six hot bands arising from the l state were




included for the main isotope. The upper-state levels for hot bands in the 3300—4260 cm\ region
were taken from the work of Bykov et al. [172] and band strengths were estimated from laboratory
data to $15%.
Air- and self-broadened halfwidths were set to 0.15 and 0.17 cm\ atm\, respectively, with the
temperature dependence coefficient set to 0.75 for all transitions. The air-broadened width was
based on the measurements of Waschull et al. [173] but more recent measurements by Meusel et al.
[174] from the same group, indicate that the widths vary as a function of J and this should be
considered in future updates. The self-broadened widths were based on both the Ref. [173] study
and unpublished results taken from the data of Ref. [171].
The improvements on the GEISA-97 H S contents, since GEISA-92, are summarized in Table 9.

Column 1 lists the isotopes identification codes (ISOT ID) and column 2 the number of lines (LINES)
existing in the spectral interval corresponding to the upper vibrational state E (column 3) and the
lower vibrational state E (column 4). The upper and lower vibrational states are identified as v ,

v , v . In columns 5 and 6 are the minimum (NU.MIN) and the maximum (NU.MAX) frequencies
 
(cm\) in the actual spectral interval. The related minimum (MIN.I) and maximum (MAX.I) intensity
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values are in columns 7 and 8, respectively, and the total line intensities sum (SUM.I) in column 9, in
cm molecule\.
A total of 24 rovibrational bands have been updated or newly introduced in GEISA-97. This
corresponds to 16 731 entries (H S whole content: 20 788 entries).

3.18. ClONO2 (molecule 42)
In GEISA-92, absorption parameters for chlorine—nitrate (ClONO ) were available only as

cross-sections, taken from the data of Ballard et al. [175] as detailed in Massie and Goldman [176].
The covered spectral range was: 740—840 cm\ (l ,l ), 1240—1340 cm\ (l ), and 1680—1790 cm\
 

(l ), at 213 and 296 K. In GEISA-97, ClONO has been introduced as a new molecule (numbered


42) in the main molecular line list. It should be noticed that the cross-sections description of
ClONO , in the spectral range 1265—1325 cm\, has been kept from GEISA-92 (see Section 4).

A new spectroscopic line parameters limited set has been generated for isotopes coded 564 and
764, corresponding to species ClONO and ClONO , respectively, for bands l at



780.22 cm\ (ClONO ) and 778.87 cm\ (ClONO ), and for the band l #l !l at





778.74 cm\ (ClONO ), as described by Goldman et al. [177]. The line positions are based on

the spectroscopic constants of Bell et al. [178] with intensity cutoff for each band of 5;10\ from
the maximum intensity and K "J "74.


The relative band intensities are normalized, by spectral least-squares fitting to a University of
Denver laboratory spectrum, and absolute intensities normalized to Ballard et al. [175] values,
with the continuum removed.
The air-broadening and self-broadening halfwidths have been set to a uniform value of 0.14 and
0.8 cm\ atm\ at 296 K, with temperature-dependent coefficient of 0.5.
A detailed summary of the ClONO line parameters in GEISA-97 is provided in Table 10. The

isotope code identification is given in column 1 and the number of lines for each isotope and
transition in column 2; the upper and lower transition level identifications are in columns 3 and 4;
columns 5 and 6 list the minimum and maximum wavelength values (in cm\) for each transition;
the minimum and maximum values for the related intensities (in cm molecule\) are in columns
7 and 8 respectively with the intensities sum value (in cm molecule\) in column 9, as well.
While the fine structure observed in the ClONO laboratory spectra is not fully accounted for

yet, these line parameters provide reliable quantification of ClONO in high-resolution solar

absorption spectra from ground-based, air-borne and space-borne spectrometers, by using the 780
cm\ microwindow, similar to that described in Refs. [177, 179] assuming that the continuum is
removed in the analysis.
Table 10
Summary of GEISA-97 CLONO content
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Detailed information on recent results not yet incorporated into the GEISA database is provided
in Ref. [180] along with ongoing studies and needs for improvements.

4. GEISA-97 database cross-sections file and associated management software
4.1. Cross-sectional data
Since the beginning of industrialization, the atmosphere has been increasingly influenced by the
emission of manmade gases. In particular, the world-wide use, until recently, of the chlorofluorocarbons (freons), especially CCl F (CFC11) and CCl F (CFC12), resulted in a rapid increase in

 
their concentrations in the atmosphere [181]. The photodecomposition process in the stratosphere
frees up Cl atoms that participate in the catalytic destruction of stratospheric ozone [182]. In
addition to this effect, these compounds absorb infrared radiation in the region from 700 to
1300 cm\, lying between the nearly opaque regions due to the infrared absorption by CO and

H O. As a result of the freons significant absorption, their trace quantities (ranging from 1 to

100 ppm) may contribute significantly to global surface warming [182—184].
The partially halogenated hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) and hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs)
were found to have the same physical properties as CFCs and to be environmentally more
acceptable compounds, regarding their ozone-depletion potential. These gases can be identified as
replacement compounds for the industrial use of the CFCs. On the other hand, the HCFCs and
HFCs gases are greenhouse ones due to their strong absorption bands located in the IR window
[185]. Consequently, because of their atmospheric spectroscopic interest, these compounds have
been introduced in the GEISA-97 cross-sections file. In this file, the spectroscopic parameters
related to heavy molecules, like the CFCs, are not stored following the usual standard (i.e. via, line
frequency, intensity, halfwidth, etc.), but principally as absorption cross-sections determined
through the following expression:
ln [I (u)/I(u)]

,
p(u)"
nl

(2)

where u is a frequency (cm\); p(u) is the absorption cross-section (cm molecule\); I (u) and

I(u) are the intensities, at the frequency u, of the incident and transmitted radiation, respectively; n
is the concentration of the molecules (molecule cm\); and l the optical path length (cm). It is
the p(u) value derived from high-resolution experimental data that is cataloged in the GEISA
cross-sections file.
Since GEISA-92, the GEISA-97 cross-sections file has been significantly updated and extended.
The data on CFC13, CFC14, CFC113, CFC114 and CFC115 [186, 187] have been kept from
GEISA-92, and the CFC12 existing data [186, 187] removed. New cross-sections have been
cataloged for the following compounds: CFC11 [188]; CFC12 [189]. HCFC22 ([185, 190];
HCFC123, HCFC124, HFC125, HFC134a, HCFC141b, HCFC142b, HFC152a, HCFC225ca,
and HCFC225cb [185]; HFC32 and HFC143a [191, 192]; HFC134 [192]; N O [193]; SF
 

[190]; ClONO [194]. This represents a total of 23 molecules in the spectral range

556.380—1763.642 cm\.
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The GEISA-97 cross-sections file content informations are summarized in Table 11. In the first
column are listed the molecules included with their name (for the CFCs) and corresponding
chemical formula; columns 2 and 3 provide the cross-sections spectral intervals availability and
temperature conditions; the related author references are in column 4. It should be noted that, for
the majority of the molecules, the database comprises cross-sections for a set of temperatures and
pressures corresponding to layers of the US standard atmosphere models, that allows simulations
of the radiation propagation along slant paths in the atmosphere. Usually, the cross-sections are
provided at uniform frequency steps for a given molecule, as is the case of the data listed in Table
11, except for the ones of Refs. [188—190], which are not given on uniform cm\ net steps. They
were recorded for different conditions of P,¹ at different resolutions, with corresponding different
step sizes.
Table 12, partitioned by molecule, lists the whole contents of the GEISA-97 cross-sections file.
Each of the 23 molecules name and corresponding code for the management of the cross-sections
database (see text below) are given in column 1. The atmospheric conditions, temperature (¹ ) in
K and pressure (P) in Pa, are listed in columns 2 and 3, respectively. For a given couple, ¹ and P:
the fourth column gives the number of available cross-sections (LINES), columns 5 and 6 list the
minimum (NU.MIN) and maximum (NU.MAX) frequency (cm\) values, and columns 7 and 8, the
corresponding minimum (MIN.I ) and maximum (MAX.I ) cross-sections values (cm molecule\),
respectively. Note that if the pressure is set to zero, it means, in the case of HFC32, 125, 134, 134a,
143a, 152a, HCFC22, 123, 124, 141b, 142b, 225ca, 225cb that the cross-sections have been
measured for a pure vapor (non-air broadened) at different pressures for the same point; for
CFC13, CFC14, CFC113, CFC114, CFC115, it means that the pure vapor cross-sections were
extrapolated to zero pressure from a set of Laboratory data. The total number of available
cross-sections of the related molecule is given at the bottom of each corresponding sub-table.
New results [195] on CFC’s cross-sections have been obtained beyond this issue of the database
and will be included in the next issue of GEISA. These new data provide an extension of the
number of temperature and pressure conditions (more than 50, including polar) for CFC11 and
CFC12, and also new results for CF and CCl at more than 50 temperature and pressure


conditions (including polar).

4.2. Management software
The current version of the GEISA-97 cross-sections database contains 4,716,743 entries related
to the 23 molecules listed in Table 11. There are two equivalent versions of this database, one
designed for main frame systems [4] and the other one for IBM-PC compatibles [5, 196, 197]. The
main frame UNIX version of the cross-sections file occupies 127,352,061 bytes on the hard disk and
the IBM-PC version 47,167,430 bytes due to the use of an internal compression format for the data
representation.
Examples of the direct image of the GEISA-97 cross-sections file line records are given in
Table 13. For each of the listed entries is provided the FORTRAN format of: the wavenumber,
u (cm\), in column one; the absorption cross-section value, p(u) (cm molecule\), in column 2;
the code M of the molecule (see Table 12), in column 3 and the code C related to the atmospheric
conditions (¹ and P), in column 4. There is a total of 108 atmospheric condition codes.
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Description of the GEISA-7 cross-sections database
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GEISA-97 cross-sections database contents. Spectral region: 556.380—1763.642 cm\
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Table 13
Examples of the direct image of the GEISA-97 cross-sections file line records

Examples of some of these codes (the complete list is provided with the cross-sections file) are
listed in Table 14, where the atmospheric condition codes C are in column one, and the temperature ¹ (in K) and pressure P (in Pa) in columns 2 and 3, respectively.
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Table 14
Example of atmospheric condition codes (temperature and pressure values) used in the GEISA-97 crosssections database. Whole file total number of condition
codes: 108

For the use and management of the GEISA cross-sections file, two versions of the related
software have been developed: the CROSS—U program to be used on the main frame systems and
the CROSSUTI.EXE program designed for IBM-PC compatibles. The CROSS—U program allows
the user to make extractions, from the whole file, the data being selected by the molecule type and
the temperature and pressure experimental conditions. Graphic tools are included in the IBM-PC
management software package, for the purpose of displaying selected cross-sections plotting
information, as well as of making extraction of selected data. Both programs are equipped with an
interactive friendly accessible menu.
To illustrate the plotting facilities of CROSSUTI.EXE, Fig. 2 displays, on the same graphic, in
the spectral range 1080—1150 cm\, the plot of the absorption cross-sections of CFC11 and
CFC12, at P"1 atm and ¹"296 K [188, 189], HFC32 and HFC134, at P"1 atm and
¹"297 K Refs. [191, 192] and HCFC124 and HCFC141b, at a pressure corresponding to pure
vapor and ¹"287 K [185].

5. Availability of the GEISA database 1997 version
The current GEISA-97 database, and the former version GEISA-92 as well, are available, with
their associated management software, freely from the ARA/LMD group workstations (IBM RISC
6000 or SUN) web site: http://ara01.polytechnique.fr/registration
It is possible to extract part of the database on-line using the GEISA associated management
software facilities, as described in Refs. [4, 11].
Added to this facilility, the GEISA-97 file as a whole, with related description and general
information files, are available from the following anonymous ftp site:
ara01.polytechnique.fr
in the subdirectories: pub/geisa
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Fig. 2. Illustration of program CROSSUTI.EXE plotting facilities. Plot of GEISA97 absorption cross-sections of:
CFC11 and CFC12, at P"1 atm and ¹"296 K (Refs. 188—189), HFC32 and HFC134, at P"1 atm and ¹"297
K (Refs. 191—192), and HCFC124 and HCFC141b, with a pressure corresponding to pure vapor and ¹"287K
(Ref. 185).

More complementary information and assistance will be provided upon request at the first
author’s e-mail address: husson@ara01.polytechnique.fr.
6. Conclusion: examples of GEISA database improvements needed
Many researchers throughout the world are currently making every effort to ensure the quality
of the spectroscopic parameters which are needed as input to atmospheric remote-sensing investigation. Several studies, partially overlapping, partially complementary, are currently undertaken.
The regularly updated and evolving spectroscopic databases, such as GEISA, still have their
limitations and faults, which have to be corrected or improved upon, in order to meet the
requirements of a diverse group of users. As an example of actual improvement needs, the following
list, established in the frame of the ISSWG (IASI Science Sounding Working Group) activities,
provides the IASI soundings spectroscopy enhancement requirements.
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6.1. Quality control of spectroscopic parameters for the most abundant species
E Need to validate systematically the existing databases (HITRAN, GEISA) for the stronger
absorbers: H O, CO , CH , O , N O.


  
E Intercomparison of existing databases is not sufficient. Comparison with real atmospheric
spectra recorded in well-documented conditions is necessary to locate deficiencies.
E Patches and add-ons can degrade the database consistency (duplicates or missing lines).
E Existing and new laboratory data should be combined in a consistent manner using suitable
theoretical models for the calculation of line positions, intensities and widths.
E Coding of uncertainties by an index is insufficient for proper use in the forward model
variance-covariance matrix. Better and more realistic errors on spectroscopic parameters are
required.
6.2. ºrgent needs
E
E
E
E
E
E

Water vapour continuum studies (foreign and self ) and temperature dependence.
Perform long path laboratory measurements.
Perform real atmospheric measurements along horizontal paths in well-documented conditions.
Improve existing parameterizations.
Elaborate new theoretical models.
Correct known inadequacies observed when modelling high-resolution atmospheric spectra
(H O, CO , CH ) recorded from the ground, from balloon or from space.




6.3. Specific recommendations
6.3.1. H O

E Weak lines in the regions 650—1200 and 3000—6000 cm\ especially, still have incorrect positions
and intensities. There is a need for both measurements and improved theoretical calculations.
E Widths (foreign and self ) have not been validated by enough systematic laboratory work. Very
strong variations from line to line exist.
E Temperature dependencies of widths are poorly measured or calculated.
E Pressure shifts can be important in the lower troposphere.
E Some lines recorded at high resolution in ground based solar spectra do show profiles inconsistent with current line shape formalisms.
E More detailed line shape measurements and modelling needed for H O (in connection with

continuum studies).
6.3.2. CO

E Validation of line intensities for the isotopomers in C, O and O needed.
E New line shape studies needed in the 15 lm band (laboratory and theoretical).
6.3.3. O

E For lower stratospheric and tropospheric ozone retrievals a better knowledge of the temperature
dependence of the line widths is needed.
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6.3.4. CH

E Intensive laboratory and theoretical work still needed for air-broadened widths.
E Line shape studies needed including line interference effects in multiplets and Q branches
6.3.5. HNO

HNO has a potential contribution in the IASI spectra (in the window regions). Work on absolute

line intensities is still needed.
6.3.6. Heavy molecules described in terms of cross-section instead of line by line parameters
E Establish a priority list with the known scenarios for man-made species (CFCs, HCFCs,
perfluorinated compounds) based on existing cross-sectional data.
E Perform new measurements and establish smooth parameterizations (as a function of temperature and total pressure) to avoid the use of empirical extrapolations of accurately measured
cross-sections as substitutes to unavailable data.
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